
TVD-
BackupTM

The complete solution for database 
backup & recovery

TVD-BackupTM architecture with Trivadis Intelligent Backup 
(TIB) for backup/recovery and reporting

The solution at a glance
IT failures and data loss are a nightmare for businesses and cause massive costs, which in extreme cases will threaten 
the very existence of your enterprise. However, costs may be incurred not only because of risks, but everyday through 
the operation of your IT infrastructure. An effi cient utilization of your resources is therefore crucial and will sustainably 
cut your operating costs. We are convinced, that a reliable backup & recovery approach is the key to risk minimization, 
greater effi ciency and quality assurance.

Our modular and comprehensive solution TVD-BackupTM Enterprise Edition covers every need for an Oracle database 
backup & recovery strategy. Thanks to the intelligent control system (Trivadis Intelligent Backup), backups are created as 
required based on defi ned policies in the central repository. The Scheduler decides what actions have to be decentrally 
executed by the agent as defi ned by the policies and the current situation on the database server. Our impressively 
simple interactive tool helps you to restore a database. You just have to select the desired application case, and the tool 
takes care of the rest. This reduces the administrator‘s workload, because not only does our tool perform the actual 
restoration, but rather more it analyzes the situation and acts accordingly. Our solution offers an evaluation module for 
traceability purposes. This allows group-specifi c reports to be created and sent automatically or on demand from the 
central repository.



What we offer
With our Backup Simulator, we can quickly demonstrate the optimization potential for your system that can be realized 
using our Intelligent Backup module. Based on your backup metadata in the RMAN catalog, backup operations are simu-
lated to calculate the volume savings and the minimum required backup operations. The service portfolio of TVD-Back-
upTM Enterprise Edition comprises the following areas:

 Backup: Install and start with best practice backup templates
 Restore / recovery: Menu-controlled and reliable recovery with a built-in situation analysis
 TIB Scheduler: The intelligent control center for your backups
 Reporting: Keep track at all times of completed and upcoming backup operations

Your benefi ts
 High security of investment thanks to the utilization of standard Oracle functions (Recovery Manager)
 Unique combination of fi eld-tested expert know-how and technology
 Dynamic syntax generator at runtime - no RMAN knowledge required
 Broad and proven installation basis on hundreds of customer systems
 Lean and platform-neutral solution
 Cloud compatibility
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Our partners

Certifi cation
As an ISO 20000-certifi ed company, we guarantee the quality and reliability
of our outstanding services in accordance with international standards.
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